
Chapter 685

685 BLACK RAIN AND DARK SKY (27)

Everyone stopped dead in their track when they witnessed what was going on behind them after 

such loud rumbling from behind them.

Their jaw dropped to see the ground disappeared, creating chasm between them and the battle 

behind. It meant... they were safe for now. They could escape from the royal warriors and being 

slaughtered.

After their initial shocked, their faces became very relief, they praised the Serafim, saying this was 

their good luck to have her with them, while Abby was unconscious in Liam's arms. She didn't have 

any idea what was going on when the people chanted her name and prayed for her.

However, though it was a good thing the landslide created a huge gap between them and their 

slaughtered, it meant the reinforcement couldn't reach the shifters

and the Holy Knights on the other side, who were still fighting against the enemies.

More so, there was more thing that the people from the Bloody Wolf pack failed to notice, since it 

was not in their concern at all.

"Aliana and Joel!" Zale said, he rushedtoward one of the luna's seven warriors, Otis, he was with 

Dyne and Eron. "They fell behind! They were attacked and Zephyr and the other three warriors 

rushed to the back!"

"What?!" Otis ran toward him, while Dyneand Eron handed the children they were carrying to other 

warriors and approached Joel as well. The three of them were rather at the middle row, so they 

didn't notice what happened at the back.

"They fell!" Zale said in panic. "Haco andCelia too!" Zale held Lil Thing closed to his chest, the bear 

was very small right now, but because of that, its body became very fragile. The little creature 

trembled in his arms because of the cold wind and rain. "There were three warriors with them, who

fought the enemies, as they managed to catch up!"

Zale tried to explain what he saw, while Leena and Joyce clutched his clothes, they stayed close 

with him. Thankfully, the two of them were not sick, since they were rarely exposed in the rain.

"Damn it!" Eron growled, as he and theother two warriors rushed toward the back, where they saw a 

huge gap and how the landslide had created a chasm.

"You go with the other, we will look forthem!" Otis ordered Zale.

"No, I want to go with you!" Zale didn't wantto be left behind, but when he moved, Leena and Joyce 

pulled his clothes, reminding him they were still there.

"Stay with them," Dyne said."You areneeded more here. Take care of them, that's your task."

Zale wanted to protest, but when he saw the look on Leena and Joyce's face, they reminded him of 

his dead sister, which held himself from insisting to come along with

them.

"Go to the front row and see if thereinforcement from the Holy Kingdom is nearby." Eron added, 

because he could see how conflicted Zale was.

Meanwhile, Otis looked for more warriors, who could come with them.

The landslide was pretty horrible, it went so steep and with the rain kept pouring down, the ground 

wouldn't be stable, there might be a high chance another landslide would happen again, knowing 

there were so many people in one spot at this time.

"It will be very dangerous," Eron said, as hetried to look down into the bottom of the chasm, which 

looked like it was bottomless.

Otis managed to find two more warriors, who could come with them.

"I don't think anyone will be able to survivethis fall…” One of the warriors said, he was from the 

Riverside pack.

"It will waste our time to look for them." Theother warrior from the same pack agreed with his fellow 

pack member and their

comment got an angry glare from Dyne, Eron and Otis.

"There are our friends down there and Idon't want to hear that kind of shit again!"Eron growled at the 

two of them viciously.

"If you don't want to come with us, you canleave!" Dyne snarled at them.

But in the end, the two warriors from the Riverside pack decided to come down with them for the 

rescue, if there was still anyone, who was able to be saved...

They were fine, the only thing they needed to do was to find them right away. They would be fine. 

They were shifters after all, they could heal...

That was what they kept saying to themselves when they shifted into their beasts and went down to 

look for them.

Countless people died, some of them, who managed to survive the attack were now being held as 

as hostage, the Black Market was no more, as the place had been razed to the ground.

Alpha Gallot fell on his knees to watch how lady Cyan and her black magic users ruined the highest 

profit in his pack. The Black Market was literally the Moon Dew pack's pocket money, but now it had 

vanished, because of what? A single alpha?

Aria was among the black magic users, who inspected the people that survived from the Black 

Market, she was looking for Cane.

"He is not here!" Aria said grimly. "He is notamong these people!" She looked very upset to learn 

about that and now she glared at Redmond."What if he died in there?!" She pointed the remaining of 

the Black Market.𝑤w𝘄.𝗡𝔬𝓋⒠𝕃⒲ó𝓇𝓜.𝓬ℴ𝗠
"There is no way Cane will stay inside there,he knew he will die if he stayed. He must be among 

these people, or maybe he managed to escape." Redmond lifted his head haughtily. "You were 

given a thousand warriors from the Moon Dew pack to do this job, you were the one, who were in 

charge to make sure to capture all the people, who tried to escape, how can you miss that jerk?"

Aria was seeing red, she gritted her teeth.

𝓌𝓌𝗪.𝚗𝕠𝓥𝚎𝑙𝓌𝕆𝓇𝗺.𝒸𝑜𝚖
"If Cane managed to escape, we shouldslaughter all of these warriors too because they couldn't do 

their job correctly."

Hearing that, alpha Gallot rose to his feet. "What did you say?! I dare you to say itagain?!" He just 

lost his pocket money and this corpse was talking about killing his men?! The audacity of this 

woman! Maybe he could kill her for good now!

"Enough!" Lady Cyan roared, she wasfurious."Look for him!" She fixed her eyes on alpha 

Gallot."Bring your warrior to scour this area! If he managed to escape, he will not be too far!"

"There is no way he managed to escapewhen we guarded tightly the only exit of the Black Market?!" 

Aria shouted at lady Cyan, she couldn't care less about this woman. She couldn't kill her after all, or 

else, she would upset her brother. Not to mention, Dexter would bring her to live again, which was a 

waste of effort in lady Cyan's part."What if he died!?"

"There is no way he will die," Redmondscoffed.

"If he died, I am going to kill you!"Ariasnarled at Redmond, who looked very calm, bored even."I will 

make sure to shred your body and give your flesh to the dog, including your son and that woman."

Redmond shrugged."Do it then. Do you think I care?" h ę smirked tauntingly."Next time, threaten me 

with something that I truly give a shit."

Aria really wanted to kill this man. She would find a way to get rid of this man.

Eron and the other didn't know how long they had gone down and how many hours had passed, but 

once they touched the bottom of it, they could no longer hear the sound of the battle from above. It 

was very deep, deeper than they thought.

At this point, they became pessimistic to be able to find anyone, neither there would be someone 

survived the fall.

"This is really a waste of time..." Arlen, thewarrior from the Riverside pack mumbled under his 

breath, but because of how quite

this place was, all of them could hear him, yet this time, no one talked anything.

As soon as they saw the terrain and how bad it was, they knew it was a waste of time. It was their 

impulsiveness to save their fellow pack member that made Eron and the other made this reckless 

decision.𝘸𝘸𝘸.𝗻𝚘𝘃𝗘𝓵𝓌⒪𝚛𝓂.𝓒𝑜𝑚
"Keep looking,"Dyne said, he himselfstarted to look around, even though he was not sure where to 

start or what to look for.

All of them shifted into their beast again, sniffing the air and sharpened their hearing, trying to catch 

any sound that indicated their effort wouldn't go to waste.

The five of them used the luminous pearls to illuminate the area, this was pit dark, the light from the 

pearls, could only brighten short area.

However, they couldn't give up.

They took turn to shift between their human form and then their beast form to communicate, since 

they couldn't use mind link, especially for the Howling Wolf pack warriors, since the link had been 

broken

years ago.

"Here!I found someone here!" Eronexclaimed, as he saw a leg from under the rubbles of rocks.

The four of them immediately rushed toward him and saw what Eron had found out. It was hard to 

tell what they were feeling right now because even though they found someone, this person most 

certainly had died looking from his condition. There was no way this person would survive.

"Who is that?" Otis asked the most criticalquestion."Who do you think is 

that?"𝓌𝘸𝚠.ñ𝓸𝕧𝔼𝚕𝕎⒪𝓻𝕞.č𝗼𝑚
They were scared to guess...
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